The National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian
Institute, Museum Shop, Washington, DC 20560 has
a list of available publications with prices, including
exhibition catalogs.

The Golden Section and the Work o f Caris is an exhibition
catalog of a Dutch artist, Gerard Ckris, who has lived in the
United States and recently had an exhibition at the Parsons
School in New York. Over the past 12 years, Caris has built
up a body of work based upon the pentagon, demonstratively useful as a new building construct in art, architecture and
general design.
T o discover new application purposes of a formal primary
form that has been around for at least 2,400 years but has
never received much attention has been puzzling to the
arrist and has allowed him to explore the reasons why by
working with it. The book is in Dutch and in English, dealing with the imaginative geometry of Caris and his applications of the form to many structures.
The book will be available from the artist who has recently
left for Holland to work on some of his projects, and can be
reached at Glacisweg 1 2 , 6212 BP Maastricht, Holland.
The Photography of Thomas Eakins from ACA Galleries,
21 E. 67th St., New York, NY 10021. 50-page illustrated
catalog for $10.00.
American Photographers and the National Parks from The
National Park Foundation, P.O. Box 57473, Washington,
DC 20037. 205 reproductions. $11.95 plus $1 postage
domestic and $4.00 postage for foreign.
Before Photography from the Museum of Modern Art, 11 E.
5 3rd St., New York, NY 10019 has 153 pages, 82 plates and
is $12.50 in paper and $22.50 in cloth.
Chris Welsby, Films, Photographs, Writings
covers this important filmmaker from England who deals
with the landscape and the environment. Includes a discussion of his films, a filmography, chronology and has
many illustrations. Available from the Arts Council of
Great Britain, 105 Piccadilly, London W1V OAU, England.
The price is 22.30 plus postage and handling.

INTERNATIONAL
The Museum of Modern Art of the City of Paris is
celebrating its 20th anniversary in 1981. To commemorate this event, it is staging the first retrospective exhibiThere are 9 0 paintings, 130 drawings, some sculpture,
documents and scientific studies.
Panamarenko has exhibited his Aeromodeller in Centre
Beaubourg in Paris.

A r t Nouveau in Belgium 1880-1910 has recently been
exhibited at the Palais des Beaux Arts in Brussels.
Chris Burden has recently been in England, creating an
installation called Diamonds are Forever in Birmingham.

A major retrospecrive of the work of Nicolas de StaeI with
120 paintings and 25 drawings is being exhibired at the
Cenrre Pompidou from 23 May through 24 August.
Cartier-Bresson, known mostly for his photographs, is
exhibiting 61 drawings at the Museum of Modern Ar:,
City of Paris, from 20 May through 13 September.
Westkunst: Contemporary Art since 1939 is taking place
in Cologne at the Rhinehallen and the Messegelande from
30 May through 16 August.
Paris -Creationsen France 1937-1957 is showing
at Centre Pompidou from 28 May through 2 November.
The Basel Art Fair takes place from 17 - 22 June
Social and Political Art has recently been shown in New Zealand in Dunedin by a group of artists who were protesting
a threat to the land in the guise of a second aluminum
smelter site at Aramoana in the Otago Heads. Included were
paintings, photographs and a sound piece.
Demarco Gallery, deprived of its 10,000 pounds a year grant,
formerly received from the Scottish Arts Council, is busily
raising money from "Friends of DeMarco." So far, 7,825
pounds from 3 50 Friends hzve been raised as of mid-March.
More is being requested on appeal. Ricky has persuaded SAC
t o match it pound for pound, up to 10,000. Gallery needs
23,000 pounds immediately. Joseph Beuys has agreed to
make two suites for the gallery, one inspired by Bucky
Fuiler, who met Beuys in Edinburgh in 1974, edition of
400; the other inspired by Strategy: Get Arts, the Demarco
contribution 10 the 1970 Edinburgh Festival, edition of 200.
Marketed with help of Schellmann Klusher, Munich.
The second edition of London Art &Artists Guide will be
published in June by Art Guide Publications, 89 Notting
Hill Gate, London W1. This is a more comprehensive guide
witha color cover selling a t approximately £1.95.
The Paris Art Guide, editor Fiona Dunlop, is Art Guide
Publication's second pocket art guide. Selling for $5.00
including postage, the guide contains similar information t o
the London Guide with black and white photographs.
Available at most artists' bookshops.
The Victoria & Albert Slide Library and Archive, threatened
with demise last year because of Government cuts, will be
maintained. Wirh its 500,000 slides available to teachers,
students, and with letters of support from librarians all
over the country and abraod, the government finally backed
down.
A big Henry Moore exhibition of sculpture and drawings will
be held in Madrid from 20 May through 25 July with 230
sculpures, including six outdoor pieces to be sited in Retiro
Park. About 240 drawings, 120 graphic works are at the
Palacio Velasquez and Palacio de Cristal. This is the biggest
Moore show since the Florence retrospective in 1972.
Art Diary 1981 is out and still is indispensable for anyone in
the art world who travels just about anywhere. Australia and
New Zealand now have sections on their own. There is a
bright green cover, which marks the latest edition. $12.95
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